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2) Hypothesis
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q Nordic Seas Overflow is a major contributor to the large-scale Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation
q Sediments from Gardar Drift are used to reconstruct bottom velocities at
the site and to represent velocity/transport of the eastern overflow

Variability in bottom velocity at the Gardar Drift, well
south of the overflow sills, is highly related to variability
in the eastern overflow

3) How to?

Absolute velocity [cm/s]
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In the lack of long time series of the
actual overflow, sediment data are often
used to represent the eastern overflow

1) Motivation

Model data
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Annual mean BCM "Gardar Drift"
Smoothed BCM "Gardar Drift"
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q Use a fully coupled global climate model – Bergen Climate Model (BCM)
q The model has produced a 500-yr long simulation which includes historic
solar irradiance and volcanic aerosol variations

(study the origin of the Gardar Drift variability)
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Research question:
How is the Gardar Drift related to the large-scale ocean
circulation and ocean surface climate?

Eastern
overflow

(study the impact of the Gardar Drift variability)
Gardar Drift

5) Result II

4) Result I:

Model data suggest:
a) Weak “Gardar Drift” à An eastward shift of the North Atlantic Current is
consistent with colder and fresher ocean surface above the “Gardar Drift”

Combining the velocity and the density of the eastern overflow in a
multiple linear regression, they can together explain 75% of the
decadal variability of the “Gardar Drift”

b) Strong “Gardar Drift” à A westward shift of the North Atlantic Current is
consistent with warmer and more saline ocean surface above the “Gardar Drift”
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(2)
The ocean part of BCM is an
isopycnal model, i.e., z-coordinate
is defined on density surfaces.

“Gardar Drift”

“Gardar Drift“ is defined
as the mean velocity in
the five deepest layers
in three grid cells

6) Conclusions
§ Although our simulation is only one climate realization in one
model system, it is consistent with the hypothesis that changes in
the eastern overflow can be monitored downstream (at the Gardar
Drift).
§ The location of the model “Gardar Drift” is very close to the
geographical location of the Gardar Drift and simulates variability
on timescales that resembles the paleo-reconstructions.
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§ But, the model “Gardar Drift” is not only a simple metric of
overflow velocity, as is often inferred in proxy based
reconstructions.
§ The overflow density has a larger influence than overflow velocity
on the model “Gardar Drift".
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§ Weak (strong) “Gardar Drift” is related to an eastward (westward)
shift in the North Atlantic Current and more Subpolar (Subtropical)
type water at the “Gardar Drift” location.

2000

Correlation between eastern overflow density and “Gardar Drift” is r=0.75 (55%)
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